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We are pleased to publish a Thematic issue of Virus Genes

entitled ‘‘From virus to vector to medicine.’’ This special

study provides an overview of viruses which were utilized

as medical products by converting them into vectors (see

also Fig. 1). These virus-based vectors are used in gene

therapeutic approaches as transport vehicle to insert

recombinant therapeutic nucleic acids into the desired

target cell or as oncolytic agent to treat a broad variety of

different diseases. While it had been proposed already long

ago, this basic concept represents a modern field of

molecular medicine today. Especially during the past

decade the field of gene therapy started to thrive and

researchers from different disciplines developed novel and

innovative treatment options for patients suffering from

devastating and often life-threatening diseases. Clinical

studies included, for instance, gene therapeutic treatment of

patients suffering from severe-combined immune-defi-

ciencies (SCID), hemophilia B, Leber’s congenital amau-

roses (LCA), adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), Sickle cell

disease, and Wiskott Aldrich syndrome (WAS). In 2012,

the European Medicines Agency approved the first gene

therapeutic drug in Europe: Glybera, a virus vector treating

lipoprotein lipase deficiency (LPLD). Up to date more than

2000 gene therapeutic clinical trials worldwide have been

performed. Notably, these exciting studies were only ren-

dered possible because ground breaking work in basic

virology research as well as translational studies in pre-

clinical in vitro and in vivo models.

Initially, the principle of gene therapy sounded simple

because the idea was to utilize genetically modified viruses

in which certain viral genes were deleted and replaced by a

therapeutic nucleic acid. These recombinant viruses can

then be used as vectors to deliver the therapeutic cargo

efficiently into affected target cells or unaffected organs

that serve as protein production sites. However, especially

two clinical trials performed in 1999 and one which was

started in 2000 aiming at treating patients suffering from

ornithine transcarbamoylase deficiency (OTC) and SCID,

respectively, clearly revealed limitations of viruses used as

transfer vehicles for gene therapeutic approaches. With

these fundamental studies it became clear that the virus-

based vector itself was majorly involved in two drawbacks:
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acute toxicity and genotoxicity. Either the recombinant

virus resulted in a strong vector-directed immune response

as observed in the case of treating OTC, or the viral vector

integrated its genome near to or within proto-oncogenes

leading to malignancies of the transduced cells as wit-

nessed for SCID.

To understand the mechanism of these unwanted vector-

related side-effects it is essential to comprehensively study

the basic virology of these viruses and their gene functions.

Main viruses which are currently used as vectors in gene

therapeutic studies are represented by adenoviruses, retro-

viruses including murine leukemia virus (MLV) and len-

tiviruses, adeno-associated viruses (AAV), and herpes

viruses, but also measles viruses were applied. All transfer

vehicles display advantages and disadvantages and only if

basic biological features and virus–host interactions of

these viruses are investigated, a viral vector can be

approved and translated into the clinic as medical drug.

This Thematic issue of Virus Genes addresses exactly

this strategy. It will discuss these viruses and their related

vectors in detail and provide a state-of-the-art overview of

recent applications and techniques in gene therapeutic

approaches. Therefore, experts working with different

viruses and respective vectors were invited to contribute.

Types of viruses which will be discussed include aden-

ovirus [1], AAV [2], retroviral vectors [3], herpes viruses

[4]. Applications of the main virus types in gene therapy,

oncolytic therapy using adenoviruses [5], immune thera-

pies using lentiviruses [6], and vaccination using measles

virus [7] are described. To proof that these gene therapeutic

tools are effective, extensive preclinical studies were per-

formed. Especially after systemic administration of virus

vectors complex vector–host interactions immediately

impose barriers for successful delivery to the target tissue

that need to be overcome. This issue is discussed in detail

by another article [8]. Furthermore, one article of this issue

describes applications of viral vectors in large animal

models [9]. Preclinical studies in large animal models are

mandatory to translate basic findings into the clinic. Safety

issues are another critical parameter when applying virus-

based vectors as advanced medical drugs. Therefore,

detailed characterization of produced viral vectors, titra-

tions, and detection are essential, and modern technologies

need to be applied. Thus, an additional article [10]

describes newest detection methods for viral vectors from

the point of view of a regulatory authority.
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Fig. 1 From virus to vector to medicine. The left panel shows a virus

which is converted into a vector (middle panel: green triangles, red

circles, and blue dots represent genetically modified capsid/envelope

proteins for targeting; red helical molecule represents a modified viral

genome including a non-viral therapeutic gene; blue serpentine line

represents a chemical capsid/envelope modification for shielding from

unwanted vector–host interactions) and then used as advanced

medical product in gene medicine that can be applied via different

routes (right panel, syringe, pills, and container) (Color figure online)
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